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Recent Legal Developments In
Latin Americat
Important new legislation was enacted in many of the Latin American
countries during the 1968-1969 year. Perhaps the most prolific-and most
imaginative- single country was Brazil, which continued to adapt its laws
to deal with the inflationary spiral of recent years and to promote the
formation and utilization of capital in the development of the economy.
Corporation lawyers have been intrigued with the use made by the Brazilians of so-called "open companies" (i.e., corporations with specified percentages of voting stock held by the public) to encourage the investment of
savings in productive enterprises. At the same time, legal principles that, in
Brazil and other Latin American countries, have stood in the way of
modern financing tools, have been revised to permit, for example, the
issuance of convertible debentures. The use of monetary correction by the
Brazilians as a means of adjusting to an inflationary economy has been
most interesting as has been the way in which tax and other ramifications
of monetary correction have been dealt with.
These and other developments in a number of the Latin American
countries are discussed in greater detail in the report of the Latin American
Law Committee** covering the year ended May 1969, a summary of
which appears below.
Argentina
Several regulatory laws of wide scope were enacted in 1968-69, including legislation governing commercial, investment and mortgage banks,
financing companies, and consumer and other credit operations (Law
18,061 of January 15, 1969); and a new and inclusive code governing the
operation of the stock exchange and the sale of securities (Law 17,811 of
*Member of the New York Bar.
tFor a report of 1967-1968 developments, see 3 InternationalLawyer 859 (1969).
**The contributions of the following members of the Committee are especially acknowledged: Messrs. Richard L. Abbott, Manuel R. Angulo, Richard R. Dillenbeck, Victor C.
Folsom, Edwin D. Ford, Thomas L. Hughes, Robert M. Miller, Richard H. Morehead,
Frank. E. Nattier, James E. Ritch, Max M. Schaumburger, Peter Schliesser, William M.
Watts and Miss Mary Marti.
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July 16, 1968). The civil code was extensively amended (Law 17,711 of
April 22, 1968). New legislation provided for a system of telecommunications, based upon satellites and linked to similar systems worldwide, to be organized and administered by Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (Decree 8,541 of December 31, 1968).
Taxation
Important changes in the income, sales, and internal revenue tax regulations were made by Law 18,032, published on January 13, 1969. Among
the new provisions, the following are of particular interest to businessmen:
(a) As of January 1, 1969 all companies legally constituted in Argentina
or abroad must withhold and pay to the government 12 percent of dividends or profits paid or credited to beneficiaries domiciled abroad;
(b) As of January 1, 1969 companies organized abroad and not having a
permanent establishment in Argentina will pay the tax assessed against
their taxable earnings at the rate of 41 percent, as opposed to the previous
rate of 38.36 percent;
(c) Withholding at the rate of 41 percent, instead of the previous 38.36
percent, must be made following January 1, 1969 on income from debentures and other securities;
(d) Withholding at the same rate of 41 percent, as opposed to the previous 38.36 percent, must likewise be made against sums remitted abroad
or credited to beneficiaries domiciled abroad, arising from royalties, loan
interest, and technical or other service fees;
(e) The fixed asset investment allowance previously permitted expired
on December 31, 1968 and has not been renewed, but accelerated depreciation has been established as from January 1, 1969 in regard to acquisitions
of machinery, equipment and other specified fixed assets by various designated industries.
Bolivia
Insurance
Law No. 0425 of September 29, 1968 (G. 0. No. 430 of December 4,
1968) requires all Bolivian Government agencies and state-owned companies to place their insurance coverage with Bolivian insurance companies
or Bolivian agencies of foreign insurance companies on a competitive bid
basis. Preference is to be given to bids submitted by insurance consortia
comprised of at least four insurance companies.
Taxes and Duties
As the first stage in a major overhaul of the Bolivian tax system,
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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Congress revised the global complementary tax or "Total Income Tax"
(Impuesto a la Renta Total), as it is now called, as well as the tax treatment
of undistributed corporate profits through Supreme Decrees Nos. 08619
and 08691 of January 8 and March 12, 1969 (G.O. No. 437 and No. 444 of
January 28, and March 18, 1969, respectively) and revamped the schedular
tax on income from personal services through Law No. 471 of January 24,
1969 (G.O. No. 442 of March 5, 1969).
From the viewpoint of the foreign investor the new Total Income Tax is
probably the most interesting of these tax revisions. Like the global complementary tax which it supersedes, the Total Income Tax applies to
resident and non-resident physical persons as well as foreign legal persons
but not to domestic legal entities. For resident individuals, the progressive
tax rate ranging from 13 to 36% has been changed to 18 to 36%, provided
it does not exceed an effective rate of 20% of their net income less
allowances for dependents. This limitation and an increase of the basic
exemption from 36,000 Bs. to 60,000 Bs., combined with higher income
brackets, result in a reduction of the tax burden under the new law. As to
non-resident physical and legal persons the progressive rate has been
replaced by a fixed rate of 15% on income paid or credited, except that
dividends and net profits distributed or credited by corporations, limited
liability companies or branches of foreign companies are ordinarily taxed at
a fixed rate of 20%. (A notable exception to the rule are dividends from
bearer shares which are subject to a 40% withholding tax.)
Also taxed at the 20% rate are interest and royalty payments made by
Bolivian subsidiaries or branches to their foreign parent companies. Most
other royalty and interest payments paid or credited to unaffiliated companies are subject to the 15% general rate. International lending institutions are exempt from the payment of this tax.
Another new feature of the Total Income Tax is the taxability of
non-recurrent income, i.e., capital gains, of resident individuals.
Non-residents continue to be taxed only on recurrent income from Bolivian
sources. Their capital gains, regardless of source, remain tax-free.
A revised system of deductions and exemptions is designed to promote
equity investments in vital industries. Thus investments in the stocks of
certain industrial, farming, livestock, mining or development banking corporations are deductible from the total income of residents.
Stock dividends distributed as a result of the reinvestment of surplus of
such corporations are completely tax-exempt. If an ordinary commercial
corporation, other than any of the corporations described above, reinvests
its surplus, the resulting stock dividends are 30% tax exempt in the hands
of its shareholders.
International Lawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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These deductions and exemptions are also available to non-resident
individuals and foreign companies, including corporations, limited liability
companies and their Bolivian branches and include corporate dividends as
well as net profits from limited liability companies and branches of foreign
companies paid or credited to non-residents.
Another significant innovation introduced by Supreme Decree No.
08619 is an annual tax at the rate of 7% levied on those undistributed
profits of corporations and limited liability companies which exceed 70% of
paid-in equity capital and have not been reinvested in accordance with the
law. Only banks and insurance companies are exempt from this tax.
Brazil
Banking and Finance
Central Bank Resolutions Nos. 104 of December 10, 1968, 116 of May
21, 1969, and 117 of May 27, 1969 (D.O. of December 16, 1968, D.O. of
May 28, 1969 and D.O. of June 2, 1969, respectively) prescribed regulations for the conduct of operations of investment banks. Resolution No.
117 set out new minimum capital requirements for these banks, which vary
according to the geographical extent of a bank's operations.
CapitalMarket
Decree-law No. 403 of December 30, 1968 (D.O. of December 30,
1968) extended the provisions of Decree-law No. 157 of February 10,
1967, as amended (relating to investment in common stocks) to 1970. The
decree increases the tax on bills of exchange while it lowers that on shares.
The percentage of income tax debts which may be applied to the purchase
of shares is raised to 12% for individuals and reduced to 3% (in 1969) and
1% (in 1970) for companies.
Commercial Law
Decree-law 486 of March 3, 1969 (D.O. of March 4, 1969) introduces
greater flexibility regarding the accounting record which merchants are
required to keep and the authentication and recording of such records.
Mechanized bookkeeping is recognized. Small business are exempted from
certain of the requirements. The regulations are in Decree 64,567, of May
22, 1969 (D.O. of May 26, 1969). The new requirements are further
recognized by Minister of Finance Portaria No. 173.
Constitutionaland Political
Institutional Act No. 6 of February 1, 1969 (D.O. of February 3, 1969),
reduced the number of justices of the Supreme Court from 16 to 11,
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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resulting in the separation of several justices who had been appointed by
former President Goulart. Changes were made in the Constitution regarding the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the Military Courts. The
existing administrative and judicial structure of the States was maintained,
however, by Complementary Act No. 46 of February 7, 1969 (D.O. of
February 7, 1969).
In a sharp break with tradition, non-resident foreigners are forbidden
henceforth by Complementary Act No. 45 of January 30, 1969 (D.O. of
January 31, 1969) to acquire rural land, which is reserved to Brazilians,
foreigners residing in the country and Brazilian companies. Decree-law
No. 494 of March 10, 1969 (D.O. of March 11, 1969) sets out the
regulations. Transfers by inheritance are not affected; neither is existing
ownership. Companies organized in Brazil, a majority of whose capital is
held by non-resident foreign individuals or companies, are equated with
foreign companies. Transfers made in violation of this legislation are null
and void.
Territorial waters were defined as extending twelve miles from low
water, by Decree-law No. 553 of April 25, 1969 (D.O. of April 28, 1969).
After years of criticisms of mail and telegraph services, Brazil converted
its Department of Mail and Telegraph into a public company, the Empresa Brasileira de Correios e Tel6grafos (ETC). The new company is
headed by a President who is proposed by the Minister of Communications
and appointed by the President of the Republic. The company's activities
will be decentralized through regional offices.
Customs

To relieve a source of substantial delays in the past Decree-law 517 of
April 7, 1969 (D.O. of April 8, 1969), which permits merchandise detained
in customs because of litigation with the authorities, to be released against
an appropriate bond or deposit. An importer who does not avail himself of
this authorization may be liable for storage charges, even though the
litigation is finally resolved in his favor.
Customs duties on a substantial list of items of many types were increased by 100 percentage points ad valorem for the 3-year period ending
December 31, 1971, and the minimum valuations of automobiles for duty
purpose were modified upward by Decree-law No. 398 of December 30,
1968 (D.O. of December 31, 1968). Imports of merchandise included on
the national lists or the common list of the Latin American Free Trade area
are not affected. Decree-law 399 of December 30, 1968 (D.O. of December 30, 1968) imposes specific duties in addition to ad valorem charges on
tobacco products and sets out procedural amendments regarding the seizure of merchandise imported in violation of customs regulations.
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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Exports
The Foreign Trade Office of the Bank of Brazil (CACEX) recently
published a study on fiscal and credit incentives to the export of manufactured products. These incentives are intended to enable Brazilian products
to be sold in world markets at competitive prices. The fiscal incentives
range from exemptions from import duties and income tax to exemptions
from the Tax on Industrial Products (IPI) and the Tax on the Circulation
of Merchandise (ICM); credit incentives are provided through the Central
Bank, the Bank of Brazil, and special financing funds of the National
Industrial Development Bank (BNDE), i.e., FUNDECE and FUNGIRO.
Decree-law No. 491 of March 5, 1969 (D.O. of March 6, 1969) consolidates all the tax exemptions on the export of manufactured products. The
decree-law states that producers or exporters of manufactured products
will receive, as fiscal incentives, tax credits on their foreign sales to offset
internal tax payments.
Labor and Social
Decree No. 64,345 of April 10, 1969 (D.O. of April 11, 1969) provides
that Federal Government entities may only contract for technical and
engineering consulting services with foreign firms when there is no national
firm duly qualified and capable of rendering the services to be contracted.
The requirement does not apply to the contracting of foreigners, individuals, scientists or specialized technicians, for the performance of services which are specific and for a short term. The decree defines a national
firm as being a juridical entity which has been organized in the country, has
its main office there, is controlled by naturalized or native-born Brazilian
stockholders who are resident in the country, and has at least one half of its
technical staff composed of native-born or naturalized Brazilians. The
Central Bank is prohibited from registering contracts for the rendering of
services between government entities and foreign firms in the absence of a
declaration by the Minister having jurisdiction over the government entity
involved to the effect that the contract complies with the requirements of
this decree.
Decree No. 64,517 of May 15, 1969 (D.O. of May 20, 1969) extends
workmen's compensation coverage to accidents occurring while the employee is going from his home to his place of work or returning from work
to his home. The decree amends Decree No. 57,272 of November 16,
1965, which limited coverage to accidents which occurred at the place of
work.
Land Reform
Institutional Act No. 9 of April 25, 1969 (D.O. of April 25, 1969) sets
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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out the terms and conditions for land reform. Simultaneously with the
promulgation of Institutional Act No. 9, the President signed Decree-law
No. 554 of April 25, 1969 (D.O. of April 25, 1969) regulating the former.
The Institutional Act amends Art. 157 of the Federal Constitution. It
permits expropriation of land with just compensation in the form of special
bonds with monetary correction, payable over a maximum period of 20
years. The holders may use these bonds to pay up to 50% of their annual
taxes on rural properties. The Decree-law sets forth norms for expropriation, defining the term "just compensation" and establishing the
applicable procedural rules and sanctions.
The Ministry of Agriculture announced that these reforms would affect
only these lands not properly cultivated and that efficient producers would
receive additional incentives.
Decree-law No. 582 of May 15, 1969 (D.O. of May 16, 1969) regulates
the activities and operations of IBRA (Brazilian Agrarian Reform Institute) and INDA (National Institute of Agricultural Development), and
provides resources for carrying out programs of reform and for identification of areas where land reform projects should be speeded up, the
object being to intensify the reforms through the establishment of new units
of agricultural exploitation in selected priority areas. The Decree-law
creates an Executive Group for Land Reform (GERA) within the Ministry
of Agriculture, which will direct, coordinate, supervise and promote land
reform. The law also sets out the basic criteria for selecting areas where
reform projects should be located.
Mining

The mining code was amended in several respects by Decree No.
64,590 of May 27, 1969 (D.O. of May 28, 1969) with a view to stimulating
prospecting for various types of minerals in regions considered of difficult
access through the concession of larger areas than are normally allowed.
The decree specifies the Amazon region as one such area and states that
other regions will be defined and specified in rulings of the Ministry of
Mines and Energy, on proposal of the National Department of Mineral
Production.
The Customs Policy Council, by Resolution No. 610 of December 12,
1968 (D.O. of February 3, 1969), exempted from import duties equipment,
machines, supplies or instruments, parts and pieces, accessories, tools and
utensils, intended for use in the establishment, enlargement or modernization of the mining industry, so long as these goods are intended for use
in prospecting mining deposits duly authorized or conceded, and the projects have been approved by resolution of the Executive Group for the
Mining Industry.
I
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Securities Regulation
Central Bank Resolution No. 106 of December 11, 1968 introduces new
criteria and requirements for so-called "open capital" companies. The
Resolution raises from 15% to 20% the proportion of the capital that must
be made available to the public, which must be made up of common stock
with the right to vote. It also sets out new requirements which must be
fulfilled by companies wishing to qualify as open capital companies. The
country is divided into three regions for the purpose, among others, of
establishing the minimum permissible number of shareholders and the
minimum size of shareholding. The requirements in these two categories
are, of course, greatest in Guanabara and Sao Paulo, less in the rest of
southern and eastern Brazil, and the least in the remainder of the country.
One of the most important developments in this area was Central Bank
Resolution No. 109 of February 4, 1969 (D.O. of February 10, 1969),
which regulated the issuance and placement in the capital market of convertible debentures, as authorized by law No. 4728 of July 14, 1965 (the
so-called Capital Markets Law). Further regulations were to be issued with
regard to the documentation and information which must be furnished by
companies wishing to issue convertible debentures. Under the Resolution,
one of the fundamental rights attached to these debentures is that the
maximum period from the date of the issue of the debentures, during which
the debentures may be stipulated to be* inconvertible, is fixed at 90 days.
Furthermore, while it seems that debentures are normally to be issued in
bearer form, they may also be nominative and endorseable. Also, convertible debentures may not be issued in units of less than NCr$ 100 having a
maturity date of not less than three years and the certificate will have to
indicate, in addition to the interest rate, the monetary correction
coefficients applicable in periods of not less than three months. Furthermore, the total value of all the convertible debentures issued by a company
may not exceed, on the date of their issue, the value of its net assets.
Shareholders of the issuing company shall have a preferential right to
purchase these debentures in proportion to the shares which they own.
This provision is in direct contradiction to Article 46 of Law 4,728, which
provides that the company's articles may preclude the shareholder's preemptive right.
Two kinds of issue of convertible debentures are also envisaged by the
Resolution, namely: (i) the private issue to the company's shareholders, in
which case prior registration with the Central Bank will be required, and
(ii) the public issue, where the proposal to make the issue will, again, first
have to be approved by the Central Bank, and the prospectus will have to
be filed by a public or private development or investment bank, which must
undertake responsibility for the issue. Where it is proposed to issue con-
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vertible debentures at a discount, such proposal will have to be considered
by the Central Bank.
Finally, Resolution 109 does not appear to have any bearing upon the
issue in Brazil or abroad of convertible debentures denominated in foreign
currency. The Resolution is silent on this point and it is thought possible,
therefore, that such debentures may be issued by Brazilian companies
without having to make a prior application to the Central Bank.
Steel
Decree-law No. 569 of May 7, 1969, (D.O. of May 8, 1969) exempts
from payment of import duties, for a period of 30 months, raw materials,
supplies, equipment and spare parts intended for the operation, modernization or expansion of steel producers or laminators which have been
classified as such by the Executive Group for the Metallurgical Industry of
the Ministry of Industry and Commerce.
Sudene/Sudam
In 1968 investments in SUDENE, SUDAM, SUDEPE (fishing), reforestation, EMBRATUR (tourism) and shares, accounted for 51.63% of
total tax payments. Of this total, 38.74% was in the SUDENE/SUDAM
areas, with 28.56% going to SUDENE and 10.18% going to SUDAM.
Law No. 5,508 of October 11, 1968 (D.O. of October 14, 1968) approved the Fourth Northeast Economic and Social Development Plan, for
the 5-year period 1969-1973. In addition to setting out new directives and
regulations for the organization, functioning, and jurisdiction of SUDENE,
the law established new norms for the application ofresources and regulated the concession of fiscal benefits for investments and projects, installed or to be installed, in the SUDENE area.
Law No. 5,508 was regulated by Decree-law 64,214 of March 18, 1969
(D.O. of March 20,1969). The decree takes into account various complaints that some "project offices" which prepare projects to obtain the
benefits of Articles 34/18 were charging allegedly exhorbitant rates (reportedly as high as 27% of the total value of the investment) for their services.
The decree states that SUDENE shall keep a register of such firms, and
shall establish limits on the fees for such services. Registration of these
entities may be cancelled at any time in the event of irregularities.
Finally, it should be noted that SUDENE and SUDAM incentives may
often be combined with State incentives to provide additional stimulus to
investment. A recent example is that of a feasibility study being made by
the State of Sergipe Development Council for the installation of an industrial park in the city of Aracaj6. Besides financing by SUDENE ranging
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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from 30% to 45% of the total investment, the enterprises to be established
in the industrial center will receive a five-year tax exemption from the State
government, as well as long-term financing for the acquisition of land. In
addition, the State will provide for such services as electrification, water
supply, sanitation, communications and highway construction.
Taxation
INCOME TAX
During the year a number of changes in the income tax were adopted,
many in response to the effects of inflation. The individual exemption was
increased to NCr$ 3,500 (approximately US$900). The graduated brackets
were raised, the top or 50% bracket now being over NCr$100,000. The
exemption per dependent was raised to NCr$1,560, and adjustments were
also made in the withholding tax brackets and a new top bracket at 15%
was added, all this by Decree-law No. 401 of December 30, 1968 (D.O. of
December 30, 1968).
A number of changes were made respecting income tax on corporations;
probably the most notable concerned the "maintenance of working capital." This concept has been in the law for several years, but it has not been
implemented because the Treasury reportedly was dubious of the impact
on revenues. In brief, the idea is that the loss which a corporation suffers
each year by reduction of its working capital through inflation can be
deducted as an expense for income tax purposes. The deduction finally was
allowed, cautiously and with safeguards, by Decree-law No. 401, Article
19; Decree-law No. 433 of January 23, 1969 (D.O. of January 24, 1969);
and Decree-law No. 545 of April 18, 1969 (D.O. of April 22, 1969).
Corporations were permitted to capitalize reserves and undistributed
profits without income tax liability by Decree-law No. 401, and Decree-law No. 519 of April 7, 1969 (D.O. of April 8, 1969), which also
exempted distributions of shares to stockholders, resulting from such increase of capital. Normally, the applicable tax on this type of capitalization
is 15%, payable by the corporation. Decree-law No. 614 of June 6, 1969
(D.O. of June 6, 1969) extended the period of exemption to January 31,
1970.
Companies are required to revalue their fixed assets annually in accordance with official coefficients and to pay an income tax of 5% on the
amount of the adjustment. Decree-law No. 401 permits them to revalue in
amounts larger than the official coefficients, by paying an income tax of
15% on the excess, no additional tax being levied on the stockholders. The
tax may be avoided entirely if the corporation buys double the amount of
the tax in Adjustable Treasury Bonds.
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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Decree-law No. 401 also permits corporations to take exchange losses
as an offset in the next computation of monetary correction of fixed assets
or maintenance of working capital. See Ministry of Finance Ordinance
GB-31 of January 31, 1969 (D.O. of February 6, 1969).
Increases of a corporation's capital resulting from the conversion of
debentures into shares is not subject to income tax under Decree-law No.
401.
A number of the year's income tax changes affected investors. The
withholding tax on non-identified bearer shares was reduced to 15% (from
25%) in the case of open capital companies, and fron 40% to 25% on
shares of other types of companies by Decree-law No. 401. Holders of
nominal and identified bearer shares may elect in writing to be taxed on
their dividends at these withholding rates, which constitute the entire tax,
under Decree-law No. 427 of January 22, 1969 (D.O. of January 23,
1969).
Special measures were taken with regard to taxing the income from
various typed of fixed-income securities such as bills of exchange, promissory notes, time deposit certificates and debentures, which constitute an
important percentage of the securities sold on the Brazilian capital market.
All the income from such instruments, including that part attributable to
monetary correction, is subject to withholding tax at graduated rates,
which decline according to the length of maturity; e.g., the rate is 10% on
income from instruments maturing between 180 and 260 days and it declines by stages to 4% if the term is longer than 720 days. However, if a
security contains a monetary correction clause identical to that of Adjustable Treasury Bonds, then only the interest (and not the monetary correction) is subject to tax, but at a higher rate. In every case, the tax must be
withheld. If the holder of the security is an individual, no further tax is
owing. If it is a corporation, then the withholding tax may be taken as a
credit against the total tax payable on the income. Subsequent regulations
of the Ministry of Finance make clear that the tax may not be charged back
to the borrower. These provisions apply only to obligations issued after
January 1, 1969. Decree-law No. 403 of December 30, 1968 (D.O. of
December 30, 1968).
Measures continued to step up tax administration with regard to all
kinds of taxes, but especially in connection with income taxes. Decree-law
No. 401 set up an expanded tax registry for individuals (Cadastro de
Pessoas Fisicas -CPF) and authorized the Minister of Finance to prescribe
the situations in which proof of registration by individual taxpayers will be
required. Ministry of Finance Order No. 8 of January 15, 1969 (D.O. of
January 20, 1969) greatly expanded the availability of tax forms and
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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instructions. It also required every individual having gross income of
NCr$3,000 of more, or who owns any one of a number of kinds of
property (such as an automobile, or real property) to file an income tax
return. The number of income tax returns filed continue to increase spectacularly. By May 12, 1969 the percentages of increase in returns filed in
1969 over the same period of the previous year in various centers were as
follows: Guanabara, 186%; Sao Paulo, 390%; Goids, 370%; Parand,
309%.
Chile
Commerce - National Registry of Merchants
Law 17,066 (D.O. of January 11, 1969) created the National Registry of
Established Merchants of Chile, the purpose of which is to dignify commerce, oversee professional ethics, rationalize commercialization in benefit
of consumers and to tend to eliminate clandestine commerce.
No person engaged in industry, wholesale distribution or importation
may effect wholesale sales to any natural or juridical person which, being
an established merchant, does not prove its enrollment in the Registry.
Statutes of Limitations
Law 16,952 (D.O. of October 1, 1968) amends the Civil Code, the Code
of Civil Procedure, the Code of Commerce, the Bankruptcy Act and the
Bank Current Accounts and Checks Act, shortening several limitation
periods.
Taxation
Law 17,073 (D.O. of December 31, 1968) modified the tax laws in
several important respects:
Net Worth Tax. An annual tax is established on the net worth of natural
persons residing or domiciled in Chile, regardless of the location of the
property or obligations comprising the same. Nevertheless, foreigners who
establish domicile or residence in the country shall, during the first three
years subsequent to their entry in Chile, be subject to tax only on that part
of their patrimony comprised of property located in Chile and obligations
relating thereto.
Net worth is considered to be the difference between the assets and
liabilities of the patrimony, calculated in accordance with the rules established by this law.
The tax rate is between 1%and 2% of net worth, increasing progressively in proportion to the amount of same. From the sum resulting from the
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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application of this percentage there shall be deducted 50% of the amount
the taxpayer must pay in respect of Complementary Global Tax for the
respective taxable year.
Compulsory Loans. Corporations shall be subject during the year 1969
to a compulsory loan, in favor of the State, of 13% of the amount of fiscal
taxes directly applicable to income or revenue of said corporations and
which are payable for the 1969 tax year. This loan will also affect taxpayers of the additional tax.
The obligatory loan will be returned to the taxpayers in five equal
installments during the years 1971 to 1975, by credit against the taxes
imposed by the Income Tax Law which taxpayers must pay in said taxable
years, without any interest or adjustment.
Colombia
Arbitration

On May 29, 1969 the Colombian Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of Title 47 of the Code of Civil Procedure and Law 2 of 1938,
the basic arbitration laws of Colombia. The attack on arbitration had been
based on the alleged unconstitutionality of the delegation of the judicial
power to private persons sitting as arbitrators.
Constitution

Legislative Act No. 1 of December 11, 1968 (D.O. of December 17,
1968) promulgates various amendments to the Constitution. The amendments deal, among other matters, with the extension and boundaries of the
nation, territorial waters, air space and continental shelf; structure of departments, municipalities, municipal districts and other territorial subdivisions; right of the Government to intervene public or private industries or
enterprises with the purpose of controlling the production, distribution and
consumption of riches or for protecting laborers; structure of the administration and creation of ministries, departments, government agencies, etc.;
powers of Congress and of each of its two Chambers, House of Representatives and Senate; presentation of bills to Congress, discussion of bills and
amendment of laws and veto powers of the President of the Republic;
election of President of the Republic and Congress Members; relations
between the Presidency and Congress; powers of the President of the
Republic; state of siege, etc.
Mining

Under regulations of September 6, 1968 (D.O. of November 26, 1968)
ore deposits transferred by the Government to the Instituto de Fomento
International Lawyer, Vol. 4, No. 4
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Industrial pursuant to Decree 1163 of 1967 may be explored, exploited,
transformed and benefitted directly by the Institute or under contracts with
natural or juridic persons, in which contracts the Institute may or may not
participate as partner or shareholder.
Tourism
Law 60 of December 26, 1968 (D.O. of December 28, 1968) creates
incentives for the tourist industry.
Dominican Republic
Free Zones
Pursuant to Law 299 of April 23, 1968, and Law 4315 of October 22,
1955, several free zones have been created in the country.
a) Decree 2517 of June 18, 1968 creates an Industrial and Commercial
Free Zone in Cabo Caucedo near the International Airport of Punta
Caucedo;
b) Decree 2564 of July 1, 1968 establishes a like zone in the city of San
Pedro de Macoris; and
c) Decree 2868 of October 4, 1968 creates still another zone in the city
of La Romana.
All of the zones are under the direction and control of the General
Direction of Customs and Ports, and the regulations governing each are
similar. Some industries located there will not be subject to any type of
taxes on production exported to foreign markets.
Insurance
Law 400 of January 9, 1969 creates an agency to supervise the activities
of insurers, reinsurers, agents, brokers and policy holders. The entity will
be under the authority of the Ministry of Finance.
Real Property
With respect to acquisition by aliens of real property, Decree 2543 of
March 22, 1945 required prior authorization from the executive power. In
1961, however, Decree 7226 exempted from that requirement associations
comprised of at least 30% ownership by residents of the Dominican Republic.
Now, Decree No. 3600 of April 18, 1969 has established that prior
authorization is unnecessary when the acquisition of real property is for the
purpose of constructing family housing, conducting commercial or industrial activities, developing urban areas or constructing buildings to promote the tourist industry. Thus it appears that the original Decree of 1945
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has been rendered inapplicable to most commercial investments in real
property in the Dominican Republic and that only private acquisition of
real property by aliens for private purposes would be subject to the requirement of prior authorization.
Tourism

Decree 2536 of June 20, 1968 declares tourism to be of national interest.
Further legislative measures to stimulate the industry are expected.
Trusts

Decree 2879 of October 8, 1968 designates a committee to study a draft
of legislation on trusts prepared by the National Bank of Housing, thus
signaling the probability of a law on that subject in the foreseeable future.
El Salvador
Commerce and Foreign Investment

Decree 279 of March 4, 1969 is intended to protect smaller national
industries and commercial establishments and to establish conditions for
foreigners to engage in business in the country. It establishes that corporations must have a minimum capital of colones 100 thousand (approximately US$40,000) if engaged in manufacturing activities, or colones 200
thousand (approximately US$80,000) if engaged in commerce or service
activities where any portion of the capital stock is owned by foreign
corporations or individuals. Where the capital is below these levels, executive position must be held by Salvadorean citizens. For this purpose, it is
understood that citizens by birth of any Central American country could be
considered qualified. The Decree requires foreigners wishing to engage in
commerce in the country to apply for and receive a non-transferable
license which, apparently, must be renewed each year.
Ecuador
Promotion of Fishing Industry

Law 110/69 (R.O. of March 10, 1969) regulates the fishing industry and
grants various tax benefits to natural or juridical persons engaged in said
industry.
Stock Exchanges

Law 111/69 (R.O. of March 26, 1969) authorizes the establishment of
Stock Exchanges, in the form of corporations, with the prior approval of
the President of the Republic, which shall be governed by the provisions of
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the Companies Act and shall be under the control, in respect of their
establishment and operation, of the Superintendency of Companies which
shall issue the necessary regulations.
Guatemala
Civil Service
A Civil Service Law was adopted regulating the relations between the
Government and its employees (Decree No. 1748 of May 2, 1968, E.G. of
May 23, 1968).
Judiciary
The Judicial System of Guatemala was conpletely reorganized, as well
as modernized, by Decree No. 1672 of June 11, 1968 (E.G. of July 26,
1968).
Negotiable Instruments
A General Warehousing Certificate Law was approved by the Congress
of Guatemala in 1968 (E.G. of April 19, 1968) providing for the issuance
of warehouse certificates which have been given the same negotiability
under practically the same customary guaranties as has been the custom in
the United States for many years.
Mexico
Banking
On February 15, 1969 a new Organic Law of Banco Nacional de Obras
y Servicios P6blicos, S. A., was published in the Diario Oficial. One of the
purposes of the new law is to strengthen the position of the Bank as
financial agent of the Federal Government for foreign financing and to
broaden the types of securities that the Bank may issue.
Taxation
Section XIII was added to Article 26 of the Income Tax Law setting
forth the elements that the tax authorities will take into account in reviewing deductions of technical assistance fees:
"Article 26. The deductions referred to in this chapter must meet the following requirements:

"XIII. That with regard to payments for technical assistance to persons
residing abroad, it be proved to the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit
that the one rendering said assistance has the necessary technical elements
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for such purpose; that the assistance is rendered in a direct manner, and not
through third parties and that it does not consist of the mere possibility of
obtaining assistance, but of services actually rendered."

Article Ninth of the Law Establishing, Modifying and Adding to the
Provisions relating to Various Taxes (D.O. of December 31, 1968) establishes a tax "on services expressly declared by Law to be of public interest,
in which companies with concessions to use property of the direct domain
of the Nation intervene." An analysis of the various laws, in an effort to
interpret this cryptic language, has indicated that the tax is directed at radio
and television companies. Some of the important aspects of the tax are:
a) Those who make payments for services are the taxpayers although those
receiving the payments are jointly and severally liable; and must file the
returns and pay the taxes.
b) The tax rate is 25% of the payments made for services.
c) The tax was to become effective on July 1, 1969.

Article 16 of the Budget of Expenditures of the Federation for 1969
(D.O. of December 30, 1968) provides for a total subsidy (exemption)
from this tax if certain conditions are met, including:
1. That those rendering the services are organized as stock corporations and
that 49% of the voting shares are held by Investment Companies or are in
irrevocable trust with a government bank.
2. That a Director elected by the 49% has certain authority, including a veto
power over the rendering of services.
3. A vote of 66% of the voting shares will be required in any stockholder
meeting.

Uruguay
Expropriation

October 31, 1968, Decree 639/968, Ministry of Public Works: The
constitutional provision, in regard to expropriations, concerning "variations
in the value of money," refers to the buying power of such money as fixed
in the price indexes established; if 120 days should pass from the time the
award is fixed and the culmination of the deed of expropriation, the owner
of the property taken can take advantage of said constitutional provision
and demand a re-establishment of such award, taking into consideration the
changes in value occurring within the period since the time the award was
fixed; however, such reformation cannot be made when the delay is caused
by the owners or users of the affected property.
Foreign Exchange
April 22, 1968, Decree 256/968, Ministry of Finance: Every governmental or quasi-governmental body will henceforth conduct all foreign
exchange activities through the Bank of Uruguay.
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Lafta
April 17, 1968, Decree 247/968, Ministry of Foreign Relations: In
accordance with the criteria of LAFTA, and as certified by the Bank of
Uruguay, this date the special importation tariffs are fixed as to products
originating in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Per6 and Venezuela.
Petroleum
June 7, 1968, Decree 353/968, Ministry of Foreign Relations: Hereby
establishes in Montevideo the permanent seat of the General Secretariat of
the Regular Assembly of Reciprocal Petroleum Assistance of the Latin
American States (ARPEL), such organization dedicated to economic and
technical integration in Latin America, and thus conceding said organization all normal faculties of an international body, including inviolability
of its physical facilities, exemption from importation tariffs as as to its
official necessities, exemption from immigration laws as to foreign personnel attached thereto, etc.
Venezuela
As was the case last year, the period covered by the Committee's report
was dominated by political considerations in Venezuela, elections being
held in December 1968 resulting in the election of Dr. Rafael Caldera of
the Copei party as President of the Republic. A milestone was passed in
Venezuela history as he became the first opposition candidate to be elected
by popular vote and to take office; at the same time, outgoing President
Leoni, of the Acci6n Democrdtica party, became the second popularly
elected President in Venezuelan history to serve out his term in office.
CapitalMarkets
Pursuant to the authority granted it be Decree No. 68 of June 11, 1969,
the Banco Central de Venezuela has issued regulations governing the use
of credit by foreign individuals and by companies more than fifty percent of
whose capital is owned by foreign interests. The stated purpose of these
norms is to limit the utilization of local capital to the normal working
capital requirements of such companies in Venezuela and to obligate them
to bring into the country from abroad such capital as may be required for
other needs. The regulations are intended to prevent local borrowing by
foreign-owned companies for purposes of capital expansion in Venezuela
or for remittance of funds abroad to take advantage of higher interest rates
in the Eurodollar market. However, their broad language raises many
questions. The practical effect of the regulations could be to bar the
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repayment of foreign debt on the due dates, payment of open account
indebtedness for goods and services, and declaration of dividends except to
the extent that earned surplus or capital accounts are increased over June
30th balances. In addition, holdings abroad, including investments in foreign subsidiaries, would have to be liquidated and the proceeds remitted to
Venezuela as long as loans from local banks (including local branches of
foreign banks) are outstanding. Some clarification on these points should be
forthcoming.
Forests
A new law of Forestry and Soils, Decree 1333 of February 11, 1969
(G.O. No. Extraordinario 1268 of March 6, 1969) has replaced the 1943
law of the same name. In addition to the regulation of forests, parks and
preserves, the law deals with some aspects of hydraulic power, irrigation,
and pollution of waters. It also regulates the exploitation, transportation,
storage and taxation of both primary and secondary tree-related products
including rubber and certain fruits.
The main thrust of the law is conservation with the power and responsibility of enforcement residing in the Secretary of Agriculture. Special
licensing requirements are established for various activities and penal
sanctions are provided with respect to violations of the statute.
Government
As one of its first acts the new government issued a decree revoking the
suspension of the Communist Party as a legal political party (G.O. of
March 26, 1969).
Insurance
The comprehensive law of Insurance and Reinsurance Companies, Decree Law No. 1337 of March 6, 1969 (reprinted due to error in copy, G.O.
No. Extraordinario 1271) replaces all prior regulations over the same
subject matter. It covers all companies engaged in commercial activity in
connection with insurance and reinsurance, including brokers and agents.
Under the new law the establishment of any such company requires the
approvals of the Ministry of Economic Development (Ministerio de Fomento) and the Superintendency of Insurance (Superintendencia de Seguros). At least 51% of the stock of the company must be owned by
natural persons of Venezuelan nationality or companies which are in turn
51% owned by Venezuelans. Existing companies have until July 1, 1973 to
comply with the foregoing requirements.
The law explicitly permits insurance companies, brokers and agents to
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pay commissions to persons not domiciled in Venezuela for their participation in insurance operations with respect to risks situated outside of Venezuela if such participation has been authorized by the Superintendency of
Insurance.
Petroleum

The state-owned oil company, Corporaci6n Venezolana del Petr6leo
(CVP) issued the conditions for tenders of bids for service contracts for the
southern part of Lake Maracaibo. Several bids were submitted, but negotiations were interrupted by the national elections and subsequent change
in the presidency of CVP. The terms finally negotiated are subject to
congressional approval. During the year seismographic surveys were made,
under CVP sponsorship and with private company participation, in the
Gulf of Venezuela, and it is expected that a call for bids for service
contracts in that area will be made after Lake Maracaibo contracts have
been finalized.
On August 19, 1968, the Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons issued
Decree 960 which requires hydrocarbon concessionaires to obtain prior
approval from the Ministry for dismantling permanent installations which
were constructed according to plans approved by the Ministry. The Resolution conflicts with Supreme Court decisions confirming concessionaires'
right to dismantle their installations, since the reversionary interest of the
Nation in such installations is the right of expectancy which does not
materialize until the concession on which they are constructed expires.
By an official communiqu6 dated October 31, 1968, the Ministry of
Mines and Hydrocarbons redefined local sales, for purposes of the reference value agreements executed by oil exporters whereby export values for
Venezuelan income tax purposes are fixed. The unilateral amendment of
the reference value agreements has caused various companies to file memoranda with the Ministry protesting the interpretation given to the definition of export sales in the agreements.
Taxation

The Committee reported last year on the existence of conflicting tax
court decisions as to the interpretation of the investment credit provisions
of the former tax law. The Venezuelan Supreme Court handed down two
decisions on January 28, 1969, upholding the first tax court finding that all
depreciation, of both new and old assets, must be deducted in determining
the creditable amount of new investment (G.O. No. Extraordinario 1289 of
April 17, 1969 and G.O. No. Extraordinario 1290 of April 21, 1969).
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